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An Additive Model as

a Physical Basis for Shadow Fading

Jari Salo, Lasse Vuokko, Hassan M. El-Sallabi and Pertti Vainikainen

Abstract

Received signal power in mobile wireless communications istypically modelled as a product of

three factors: distance-dependent average path loss law, variation in the local mean power (shadow

fading), and small-scale fading. Of these three factors, the least investigated is the shadow fading,

which is usually explained as a result ofmultiplicationof large number of random attenuating factors in

the radio channel. In this paper we propose anadditivemodel as an alternative physical basis for shadow

fading within an area where path loss is constant. Starting from a sum-of-sinusoids signal model, we

show that under mild statistical assumptions on the powers of the sinusoids, the resulting signal power

will have approximately Gaussian distribution in logarithmic scale. A cluster-based model for shadow

fading emerges as a special instance of the general result. We present simulation and measurement

results that support our theoretical findings. The new physical basis for shadow fading also provides

insights into simulation and modelling of radio channels.

Index Terms

Lognormal distribution, shadow fading, channel modelling, central limit theorem, channel measure-

ments, multipath clusters.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

It is common practice in radio communications that amplitude variation of a received radio

signal is modelled as a product of path loss, shadow fading and small-scale fading [1]. Several

models exist for path loss, including the variants of Okumura-Hata and Walfisch-Ikegami for-

mulas. Likewise, numerous statistical models have been proposed for small-scale fading, most

notably the Rayleigh, Rice and Nagakami-m probability laws. Shadow fading, apparently first

reported in [2], has been empirically observed to obey approximately lognormal distribution in

a wide variety of propagation environments, yet few theories for the lognormality have been

presented. This is somewhat startling since, from mobile communications system point of view,

shadow fading plays a key role in interference modelling as well as in the analysis of handover

algorithms, slow power control, macrodiversity and network planning tools and simulation.

The conventional textbook explanation for the lognormality of shadow fading is themulti-

plicative model which assumes that there are several random multiplicative factors attenuating

the received signal, and the logarithm of their product approaches the Gaussian distribution for a

sufficiently large number of such factors. This hypothesis has some shortcomings, however. First

of all, it has been shown in [3] that convergence of the sum-of-logs to a Gaussian random variable

requires a large number of multiplicative factors, e.g. a cascade of more than30 independent

Rayleigh distributed attenuations (see also [4]). Urban microcell and macrocell measurements

indicate that the number of interactions (reflections, diffractions) experienced by the dominant

propagation paths is typically much smaller than this, e.g.less than five in small urban macro

cells [5], [6]. Second, it was remarked in [7] that, should the multiplicative shadow fading

model be correct, the path loss itself should increase exponentially with distance. This disagrees

with empirical evidence, which suggests a∼ dm path loss law with distanced. The path loss

exponentm is typically found in the range3...5, depending on the environment. Third, we point

out that, under the multiplicative model, there should exist systematic experimental evidence of

an increase in the shadow fading standard deviation with distance, since the number of random

multiplicative attenuations is expected to increase, on average, as the distance between receiver

and the transmitter increases. However, most measurement studies indicate that the standard

deviation is approximately distance independent. While these observations do not rule out the
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multiplicative model, it is nevertheless clear that the classical ‘textbook theory’ for shadow fading

does not fully agree with the measurement results currentlyavailable in literature. For this reason

as well as for mathematical tractability, other distributions have also been proposed to model

shadow fading, including the gamma distribution [8]. Without a physical basis, however, it is

difficult to justify using one arbitrary probability model over another. Therefore, it is important

to investigate the underlying physical process in order to find theoretically justified probability

models.

Some studies to explain the lognormality of shadow fading have appeared in literature. In [9]

it was shown that in urban environment lognormal variation in mean path loss may be caused

by randomness in building heights. Somewhat contradictively, [10] reports that not only random

rooftop heights are sufficient to produce lognormal local area power, but also randomized building

construction and effect of foliage would be required. The results in [9], [10] focus on the global

shadow fading, to be defined later in the paper. Therefore, they cannot explain the observed

variations in local mean within a smaller area, where path loss is constant. A groundbreaking

hypothesis was presented in [7], [11], where it was argued that time-variant multiple scattering

in the propagation channel can cause the signal level variations usually perceived as lognormal.

Interestingly, measurement-based evidence to support thetheory in forest and urban propagation

scenarios was also presented. In [12], it was shown that in a line-of-sight microcell few dominant

reflections lead to slow variations in the signal power that can be modelled using Nagakami-

m or lognormal distribution. Unfortunately, the results therein were not generalized to other

environments, nor were any analytical justifications given. This is exactly the novelty and main

contribution of the present paper. We present anadditivesum-of-sinusoids based model to explain

shadow fading of a narrowband radio signal, and provide a simple analytical justification for

its lognormality. As a special case of the general sum-of-sinusoid model, we also present a

cluster-based model, that is easier to verify with measurements than the general model. Our

analysis is focused on a geographical area within which pathloss is constant, and therefore

differs from [9], [10], that consider the effect of random path loss parameters in a larger (global)

area. Motivated by the theoretical findings and literature review, we define the concepts of local

and global shadow fading, and discuss their role in channel modelling and simulation.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the main result of the paper, a

sum-of-sinusoids based explanation for local shadow fading. Section III describes a simplified

cluster-based model. Simulation examples and measurementresults are given in Section IV.

In Section V we compare our results to literature and discusstheir implications for channel

modelling. Section VI concludes the paper.

Notation: We denote a random variable and its realization withX and x, respectively. The

expected value and variance ofX are denoted withE[X ] and var[X ]. A vector in three-

dimensional space is denoted~z, and a scalar withz. A set {X1, X2, . . . , XN} is also denoted

with {Xn}N
n=1, or just {Xn} whenN is obvious from the context.

II. A N EXPLANATION OF SHADOW FADING

BASED ON THESUM-OF-SINUSOIDS MODEL

In this section we present our main result: an additive sum-of-sinusoid based model as a basis

for shadow fading.

A. Main Result

Here we present the main result, deferring the details of proof to Section II-B. We begin by

defining local areaandextended local area. Essentially, the difference between the two is that

within a local area only small-scale fading takes place, while within the extended local area also

shadow fading occurs.

Definition 1: Local area(LA) is defined as the largest volume of free space, where the received

narrow-band signal can be written as a superposition ofN homogeneous plane waves [13]:

h(~x) =
N∑

n=1

ane
j(~kn·~x+θn) , (1)

wherean is a constant positive amplitude, and~kn·~x is the dot product of thenth three-dimensional

wave vector~kn and position vector~x. The parameterθn is the phase of thenth plane wave in

~x = ~0, i.e., the origin of the coordinate system. We assume that parameters{an}N
n=1, {~kn}N

n=1,

{θn}N
n=1, andN are constants within a local area. Further, it is assumed that ~km 6= ~kn for all
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m 6= n, or, equivalently, that all plane waves have different arrival angles; this assumption is

sometimes called heterogeneous scattering [13].

The effect of antenna on thenth plane wave is included inan andθn. [In this paper, we use

the terms plane wave, ray, and sinusoid interchangeably to refer to a single term in the sum (1)].

As the receiver moves within the local area, small-scale fading results due to change in the

position vector~x. The signal power averaged over the local area is approximately

PN ≈
N∑

n=1

a2
n . (2)

The approximation (2) will be justified in Section II-B. Interestingly, in [14] the sum of plane

wave powers
∑N

n=1 a2
n is called the ‘shadowing term’.

As the receiver moves outside the local area, the powers of the plane waves, and hencePN ,

cannot be anymore assumed constant. The variation in the plane wave powers can be thought to

be caused by slow changes in the scattering cross-section ofthe last-bounce interacting object

as seen by the receiver. There may also be other causes, such as a short-term obstruction by

lamp posts, cars, etc. In this paper we are not concerned withthe underlying physics of the

power variation mechanism. Instead we model the plane wave powers as random processes, and

examine the distribution of the received power within a larger volume, called an extended local

area.

Definition 2: The extended local area(ELA) is defined as the largest volume in which the

plane wave powers{A2
n}N

n=1 can be characterized as stationary random variables1, andN is a

constant.

By spatial sampling of the extended local area we can then regard the sequence of local

area powers, say{PN,1, PN,2, . . .}, as realizations of a random variablePN =
∑N

n=1 A2
n. Due to

assumptions of stationarity and fixedN , the mean power in the extended local area, i.e.,E[PN ],

will be constant, which further implies that the path loss isconstant within the extended local

area. We stress that here we mean the true path loss, and not the path loss given by any path

1We remind the reader thatAn denotes a random variable, whilean denotes its realization.
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loss model; therefore the following development does not depend on a path loss model of any

kind. For an illustration of the definitions of local area andextended local area, see Fig. 1.

The main result of the paper is the following. The proof is given in Section II-B.

Result 1: Assume that the random variables{A2
n}N

n=1 are independent, and that for alln it

holds that

lim
N→∞

E[(A2
n − µN)

3
]

σ3
N

= 0 , (3)

where µN = E[PN ], and σ2
N = var[PN ]. Then, asN → ∞, the random variableln

(
PN

µN

)

converges in distribution to a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and varianceσ2
N .

Result 1 states thatln(PN) is approximately Gaussianly distributed ifN is large. The practical

significance of the result lies in the fact that the lognormality of shadow fading observed in

numerous measurements can also arise from anadditivemodel, instead of a multiplicative one.

Hence, the result provides an alternative physical basis for shadow fading. Note that in Result

1 it is not required that{A2
n}N

n=1 are identically distributed.

Remark 1: In Result 1, the normalization byµN is needed to keep the mean ofln
(
PN

µN

)
=

− ln(µN)+ln(PN) finite in the limitN → ∞. In a practical interpretation of Result 1, the number

of plane waves,N , is finite and the normalization can be dropped. Indeed, the normalization term

− ln(µN) is a deterministic constant (for fixedN ), that only shifts the mean of the distribution

of ln(PN), but does not affect its shape or variance, i.e.,var
[
ln(PN

µN
)
]

= var
[
ln(PN)

]
. In

measurement analysis of shadow fading one typically normalizes the mean value of the measured

power data record to0 dB. As we are primarily interested in explaining the experimentally

observed Gaussian shape (in dB) of the shadow fading distribution, we can, for all practical

purposes, drop the ‘technical’ scaling factor− ln(µN).

Remark 2:Stated in decibels, Result 1 says that the variance of the random variable10 log10(PN)

is ( 10
ln(10)

)2 var[ln(PN)] ≈ 18.86 var[ln(PN)].

Remark 3: In this paper we focus on the distribution ofln(PN) within an extended local area.

We consider spatial correlation properties of shadow fading beyond scope, and consequently do

not make any unnecessary assumptions of the direction of movement or velocity of the receiver.
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In Fig. 2 we illustrate the theory forN = 100 lognormally distributed rays. Lognormal

distribution has been proposed in literature as the shadow fading distribution for individual

delay bins in both outdoor [15] and indoor measurements [16]with the number of plane waves

reported ranging from about a dozen to several hundreds [15]–[20]. We consider two cases: iid

lognormal shadow fading distributions for all rays, and unequal powers with a decay rate−0.4n

dB, n = 0, . . . , N −1, for thenth ray, with respect to the first ray. The latter case corresponds to

the case with exponential power decay with rms delay spread of 0.2 µs, assuming that the100

rays arrive with uniformly spaced delays. In Fig. 2 the x-axis of the histogram shows shadow

fading in decibels, i.e.,10 log10(PN). We note that, by visual inspection, the distributions are

quite similar to a Gaussian one. Slight skewness remains since the convergence of a sum of

lognormal variates to the Gaussian distribution is quite slow if the standard deviation of the

component distributions is large. Depending on the distributions of the plane wave powers, their

numberN need not necessarily be large for Result 1 to hold (e.g.N = 4 can be sufficient) as

we shall illustrate later in Section IV.

B. Proof of the Main Result

We first justify (2). Received power averaged spatially over the local area is given by [13]

PN =
1

|V |

∫

V

|h(~x)|2d~x , (4)

where the integration is over the volumeV of the local area, and|V | denotes the total volume

of the local area. The power of the complex envelope is

|h(~x)|2 =
N∑

n=1

a2
n +

∑

k 6=l

akale
j(θk−θl)ej(~kk−~kl)·~x (5)

In [14], the first term of (5) is interpreted as shadowing, while the latter term is identified as the

source of small-scale fading and “medium-term variation”.It is well known [13] that if~km 6= ~kn

for all m 6= n, then lim|V |→∞ PN =
∑N

n=1 a2
n. For a finite-volume cube-shaped local area we

can write (4) as
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PN =
N∑

n=1

a2
n +

∑

k 6=l

akale
j(θk−θl)

1

L3

∫ L
2

−L
2

∫ L
2

−L
2

∫ L
2

−L
2

ej(~kk−~kl)·~x dx dy dz

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ǫ

whereǫ is the approximation error due to finite|V | = L3. This error can be expressed as, with

sinc(x) = sin x/x,

ǫ =
∑

k 6=l

akale
j(θk−θl) sinc

(ckl,xL

λ

)

sinc
(ckl,yL

λ

)

sinc
(ckl,zL

λ

)

(6)

≤ λ3

L3

∑

k 6=l

akale
j(θk−θl)

ckl,xckl,yckl,z

(7)

= O(L−3) , L → ∞ . (8)

In (6), λ is the wavelength,ckl,q = (~uk − ~ul) ·~eq , q = {x, y, z}, ~un is the unit wavevector of the

nth plane wave, and~eq is a unit basis vector of the cartesian coordinate system. In(7) we have

usedsinc x ≤ 1/x, and assumed2 that ckl,q 6= 0 for all k 6= l and allq = {x, y, z}. Note that (7)

implies that the size of the local area can be normalized by wavelength.

The result (8) essentially says that the error in the approximation PN ≈
∑N

n=1 a2
n decreases

inversely with respect to the volume of the local area. The error term ǫ may be significant if

the local area is small and some of the plane waves’ angles of arrival are closely spaced. Such

a case gives rise to multipath interference varying slowly with distance, and can, in fact, be

interpreted as another shadow fading mechanism. In principle, the largest volume of the local

area is limited to a fraction of the distance to the nearest last-bounce interacting object, since

as the receiver moves its scatter cross-section (and hence plane wave amplitude) will change

faster than that of a faraway last-bounce object. See also [13, p. 84] for a discussion on local

area size. In this paper, however, we focus on the modelling of
∑N

n=1 a2
n and assume that the

volume of the local area is large enough, so thatǫ ≪ ∑N

n=1 a2
n, or, equivalently, that (2) holds

2This assumption is made for convenience only and can be relaxed. For apathological choice of the wavevectors{~un}
N
n=1,

the worst-case convergence, under the heterogeneous scattering assumption, can beǫ = O(L−1), L → ∞. This happens if the

angular difference vector~uk − ~ul = ~eq for somek, l, q.
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with good accuracy. In reality, this is only an approximation that can nevertheless be justified

in many outdoor propagation scenarios.

For a given local area within the extended local area,a2
n is a realization of a random variable

A2
n. It is evident that the distribution ofPN =

∑N

n=1 A2
n will converge to Gaussian asN increases.

To formalize this statement, we invoke the well-known Lyapunov’s version of the central limit

theorem, reproduced here for convenience. For a proof, see e.g. [21, p. 362]

Theorem 1: (Central Limit Theorem)Assume that{A2
n}N

n=1 are independent random variables

with means{µn}N
n=1, variances{σ2

n}N
n=1, and distributions{Fn}N

n=1. Denoteµ̄N = N−1
∑N

n=1 µn,

σ̄2
N = N−1

∑N

n=1 σ2
n, and suppose thatlimN→∞ σ̄2

N < ∞. Assuming that, for alln and some

δ > 0, it holds that

lim
N→∞

E[(A2
n − Nµ̄N)

2+δ
]

(
√

Nσ̄N)2+δ
= 0 , (9)

then, asN → ∞, the partial sums
PN − Nµ̄N√

Nσ̄N

converge to a random variable with Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and unit variance.

By Theorem 1, the distribution of local area powerPN , sampled over an extended local area,

can be approximated with a Gaussian random variable with mean µN = Nµ̄N and variance

σ2
N = Nσ̄2

N . Result 1 states that alsoln(PN) will be asymptotically (inN ) Gaussian. The

proof is based on the following theorem from [22, Th. 3.1.A].In Theorem 2 by ‘asymptotically

Gaussian’ we mean that the random variableXm converges ‘in distribution’ to a Gaussian random

variable asm tends to infinity [22].

Theorem 2:Suppose thatX1,X2, . . . ,Xm are asymptotically Gaussian random variables with

meanE[Xm] = µ, and varianceσ2
m = var[Xm], such thatlimm→∞ σ2

m = 0. Let g(x) be a

continuously differentiable function withg′(µ) 6= 0. Then, asm → ∞, the random variable

g(Xm) is asymptotically Gaussian with meang(µ) and varianceσ2
m[g′(µ)]2.

The simple intuition behind Theorem 2 is that for a small enough variance (largem), the

probability mass ofXm is concentrated in the neighborhood of its mean value, wherea linear
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approximation forg(x) is valid. Since a linear transformation of a Gaussian variable results in

another Gaussian random variable, the theorem follows.

Proof: (Result 1)By assumption (3) in Theorem 1, condition (9) is fulfilled withδ = 1.

From the independence of{A2
n}N

n=1 it then follows that the random variableµ−1
N PN will be

asymptotically Gaussian with unit mean and variance

var

[PN

µN

]

=
σ̄2

N

Nµ̄2
N

,

that vanishes asN → ∞, since limN→∞ σ̄2
N is finite by assumption. (Recall thatµN = Nµ̄N

andσ2
N = Nσ̄2

N .) Applying Theorem 2 to the sequence{P1,P2, . . .} and g(x) = ln(x), Result

1 follows.

Remark 4:Although assumed here for simplicity, the requirement that{A2
n}N

n=1 are statis-

tically independent is not mandatory as there also exist central limit theorems for dependent

random variables [21]–[23]. Therefore,PN can be approximated with a Gaussian random variable

under very mild conditions on the statistics of{A2
n}. Furthermore, as seen from Theorem 1, the

assumption that third central moments of{A2
n} are finite can be replaced with a less restrictive

one thatE[(A2
n − µN)2+δ] < ∞ for all n and some positiveδ.

C. A Special Case

The conventional multiplicative shadow fading model can beconsidered a special case of the

additive model presented in this paper. To see this, we can once again invoke the central limit

theorem.Within the local area, where{an}N
n=1 are deterministic constants, the real and imaginary

parts of the small-scale fading signal will have zero-mean Gaussian distributions with variance

PN

2
, i.e., local area power isPN assuming that the real and imaginary parts are statistically

independent. This means that signal amplitude within localarea can be written as

|h(~x)| =
√

PN r(~x) =

√
√
√
√

N∑

n=1

a2
n r(~x) , (10)

wherer(~x) is a Rayleigh random variable withE[r(~x)2] = 1. The form in (10) is the classical

multiplicative textbook model for the shadow fading process, since when the receiver moves over
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the extended local area the power factorPN is a random variable with approximately lognormal

distribution, as shown in Result 1. In this sense, the resultsin this paper do not contradict

the conventional modelling approach, where a shadow fadingprocess multiplies the small-scale

fading.

III. A C LUSTER-BASED SHADOW FADING MODEL

Although the explanation of shadow fading based on the sum-of-sinusoids signal model (1) is

very general in nature, its unfortunate drawback is that it is difficult to verify by measurements

with the current measurement technology. Even UWB measurements with a delay resolution

of 100 − 200 picoseconds cannot fully resolve all incident plane waves [18]. Furthermore, the

measurement of time evolution of ray amplitudes presents double difficulty, since not only is

it enough that the receiver is able to resolve all the incident rays in delay or wavevector (i.e.,

angle of arrival) domain, but it should be able to do so while the receiver is moving over the

extended local area. Hence, verifying the general model from Section II by direct measurement

of plane wave powers seems impractical.

An indirect approach can be devised by making use of the well-established fact, that multipath

components tend to appear in clusters [24]–[28]. In Fig. 3 weshow received signals from two

clusters extracted from a channel measurement to be discussed in more detail in Section IV.

It can be seen that the cluster signals exhibit fading in small and large distance scales. It is

therefore conceivable that not only the composite signal – i.e., complex sum of signals from

all clusters – but also individual clusters3 show large-scale power trends, which could be called

shadow fading. Motivated by this observation, we can group the N plane waves in (1) into

K clusters. Assuming that the heterogeneous scattering assumption holds, the spatial averaging

operation from (4) still applies and the received power, averaged over a local area, is

3Since clusters are typically identified visually from measurement data, a cluster is usually subjectively defined as a set of

multipath components with ‘similar’ delays and arrival angles. The observed fading characteristics of a cluster will naturally

depend on the spatial-temporal resolution of the measurement equipment and processing methods used.
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PK =
K∑

k=1

∑

n∈Ωk

a2
n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

w2
k

=
K∑

k=1

w2
k , (11)

whereΩk is a set of plane wave indices for thekth cluster. The index sets{Ωk}K
k=1 are disjoint,

so that each plane wave belongs to one cluster only. The powerof the kth cluster within the

local area is denoted byw2
k. Again, it is assumed that the local area powerPK =

∑K

k=1 w2
k is a

realization of a random variablePK =
∑K

k=1 W2
k that is assumed stationary within the extended

local area. In the present paper we are not concerned with thephysical process underlying the

cluster shadow fading; the power variation of individual clusters is described probabilistically

and may be caused by any process satisfying the statistical assumptions in Result 1. Note that

(2) and (11) are in mathematically equivalent forms, and in Result 1 one needs only to replace

An with Wk, andN with K to justify the approximate Gaussianity ofln(PK).

In Section IV we present novel measurement results on cluster shadow fading, which also

allow us to test with measurements the cluster-based formulation in (11).

The clustered multipath approach forms also the basis for a number of geometric stochastic

channel models, in which each cluster has its own random angular, delay, and fading character-

istics [25], [29], [30]. In addition to being easier to verify by measurements, the model in (11)

together with Result 1 provides a more realistic way for generation of shadow fading in channel

simulators based on the clustering approach. More discussion will follow in Section V.

IV. V ERIFICATION OF THEMODEL BASED ON SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENT

In the previous sections we have presented an additive modelas a physical explanation for

shadow fading and its lognormality. In this section we first present some simulation examples,

and then compare the simple cluster-based model to novel measurement results.
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A. Simulation Examples

1) Sum-Of-Sinusoids Model:We illustrate the theory for the general sum-of-sinusoids model

(1) by assigning different distributions to the plane wave powers {A2
n}N

n=1, namely, lognor-

mal, Weibull and gamma distributions. As a disclaimer, we are not arguing that any of these

distributions would correspond to the ‘true’ probability law of {A2
n}, as such law may not

exist in the first place. These distributions were selected merely to illustrate that approximate

lognormality of shadow fading can result from almostanydistributions of the plane wave powers.

As already mentioned, measurement of time-variant plane-wave powers presents mammothian

practical problems. It is therefore comforting to know thatthe behavior of individual rays has

minimal effect on the probability law governing the behavior of the logarithm of their sum.

Results in Fig. 4, given forN = 10 andN = 100, show that already summation of10 plane

waves results in a Gaussian-like distribution in log domain. IncreasingN makes the Gaussian fit

better, as is to be expected. We remind the reader that, although assumed here for convenience

of presentation, the distribution of the plane wave powers need not be identically distributed.

2) Cluster-Based Model:A similar test can be repeated for the simplified model based

on cluster shadow fading from Section III. In Fig. 5 we show anexample of four different

cluster power distributions. In all cases, it is assumed that the number of clusters is four and

all clusters have iid power pdfs. Histograms and best-fit Gaussian pdfs are shown for chi-

squared, Weibull, gamma, and lognormally distributed cluster powers. It can be seen that, with

the possible exception of the gamma pdf with its chosen parameters, the resulting shadow fading

distribution is close to the Gaussian pdf. Again, we donot wish to argue that real-world cluster

powers would follow any one of the pdfs used here; our purposeis merely to illustrate that the

apparent lognormality of shadow fading can result from almost any cluster power distribution.

Interestingly, sum of lognormal cluster powers gives a particularly good fit. It is important to

note, however, that this is because a sum of few lognormal variates can be well approximated

as lognormal [31], not because of Result 1. This point is further illustrated in the following

goodness-of-fit test.

3) Goodness-of-fit test:In Fig. 6, we show Monte Carlo simulation results of the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov goodness-of-fit test [32]. The test compares the distribution of 10 log10(PN) to Gaussian
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distribution. The results shown are based on the Lillieforsmodification of the K-S test where

the mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution are estimated from data. For a given value

of N , the test statistic was averaged over30 trials with 104 iid samples in each trial. The test

statistics was computed for several values ofN . The critical value at5% significance level is

0.0089; below this value the hypothesis that the data sample was generated from a Gaussian

distribution is accepted in the K-S sense. A similar test wasused in [3] to compare convergence

speed of products and sums of random variables to various fading distributions. Some remarks

of the test results follow.

• As predicted by Result 1, the distribution of10 log10(PN) becomes more Gaussian as the

number of plane waves,N , increases. The convergence speed depends on the distributions

of the plane wave powers,{A2
n}N

n=1.

• To reach the critical value at5% significance level, the number of plane waves for Weibull,

χ2
2 and gamma distributions is about40, 130, and800, respectively. For lognormal distributed

ray power with standard deviation of8 dB, the convergence is very slow, whereas for

standard deviation of4 dB, about300 hundred plane waves need to be summed.

• Sum of lognormal variates gives a good fit both whenN is small orN is large. The fit may

be bad between these two extremes. Good fit for largeN follows from Result 1, whereas

for small N it follows from the fact that the distribution of a sum of lognormal random

variables is approximately lognormal [31].

• Comparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we note that even if the K-Stest statistic is above the

critical value, the distribution still resembles Gaussianby visual inspection. For example, the

test statistic for10 gamma distributed ray powers is about0.05, and yet the corresponding

distribution shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4 agrees with thebest-fit Gaussian reasonably

well. Similar conclusions apply to the other distributionsshown in Figs. 4 and 5. The high

value of the test statistic is in most cases caused by the non-Gaussian tails which do not fit

the Gaussian distribution well.

• In shadow fading measurement literature, model fit is hardlyever confirmed with statistical

goodness-of-fit tests because real-world measurement dataoften does not fit the tails of the

Gaussian distribution. Further comments on this issue are made in Section V-B.
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B. Measurement Results

Measurement results on the cluster shadow fading distributions appear not to be available in

literature, probably due to many practical difficulties in both measurements and data processing

(e.g. cluster extraction and tracking from measurement data over long measurement distances).

In what follows, we present novel measurement results on cluster shadow fading distributions

based on an earlier study in [5]. Measurements have been summarized in Table I. More detailed

information on the measurements and the environment can be found in [5]. The measurement

system and the channel estimation method are described in [33].

A total of ten clusters were identified from measurement databy visual inspection, as explained

in [5]. The local area power of each cluster was estimated using sliding mean4 with window

width of 40 wavelengths (six meters). With most clusters, a slight residual power trend remained

in the local mean signal, see Fig. 3 for an example. Hence the measurement route is too long

to have constant path loss, and therefore does not strictly speaking fulfill the assumptions of

extended local area. As a practical solution, the path loss trend was removed using a piecewise

linear fit with a breakpoint distance of500 wavelengths (75 meters).

Fig. 7 shows the histograms of zero-meaned local area powersof the cluster. Three strongest

clusters carry more than75% of the total power. The empirical cluster shadow fading distributions

are unimodal with standard deviations ranging from1.5 to 4.5 dB’s. A lognormal model for

cluster shadow fading appears to be a reasonable first choice, although more measurements

should be evaluated for more reliable conclusions. The standard deviation of the composite

signal is only about1.5 dB, which is mostly explained by the small amount of measurement

data.

To test the simplified cluster-based shadow fading model in Section III, we conducted the

following experiment. We summed the shadow fading processes (obtained by sliding mean) of

the strongest and the second strongest cluster. The histogram of the shadow fading power was

then plotted. The procedure was repeated by cumulatively summing powers of all clusters so that

the weakest cluster was summed last. The results for each step are shown in Fig. 8. We observe

4Sliding median processing gave the same results to within a small fraction of adB [34].
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that as the number of clusters increases the shadow fading distribution of the composite signal

converges to a unimodal distribution resembling a Gaussianpdf. The shadow fading distribution

of the original signal is shown for comparison in the lower subplot of Fig. 9. In the upper subplot

of the same figure we show the reconstructed signal obtained by summing the shadow fading

processes of the ten clusters. There is clear similarity with the shadow fading process of the

original signal, although small differences can also be seen. The differences are explained by

the limitations of the measurement system and data processing procedures. First, about7.4%

of the power of the original signal could not be clustered. The residual power, i.e., the error

signal in Fig. 9, is attributed to short-time sporadic reflections and diffuse scattering. Second,

due to limited dynamic range of the measurement system, weaker clusters often fade below the

noise floor, in some cases reappearing at a later time instant. Therefore, the cluster power signals

have many discontinuities, which complicates sliding window processing. Considering the many

challenges in data processing, the results from measurement analysis are quite illuminating.

In particular, Fig. 9 confirms that the shadow fading processes of individual clusters are the

reason for the shadow fading of the composite signal. To makemore general conclusions more

measurement routes should be analyzed.

V. D ISCUSSION ANDCOMPARISON TOL ITERATURE

As we are presenting a new look to an old problem, it is important to compare our results

to previous work. In this section we interpret, from the perspective of the new model, certain

characteristics of shadow fading observed in literature. Implications to channel modelling will

also be briefly discussed.

A. Local and Global Shadow Fading

It has been noticed by several investigators that the size ofthe analyzed geographical area has

a strong influence on the standard deviation of shadow fading[35]–[38]. For measurement route

lengths of200 − 800 meters in urban and rural environments standard deviationsof 2.7 − 5.6

dB are reported in the aforementioned references. This is clearly less than the values cited for

measurement lengths of several kilometers, usually in the range of6 − 12 dB, see e.g. [1],
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[39]–[44]. Based on the measurement evidence it makes sense to distinguish between shadow

fading in local and global scale5. We can formalize the notions of local and global shadow

fading by using the definitions of local area and extended local area from Section II. While such

definitions cannot be unique, they can nevertheless provideguidelines for practical measurement

data analysis.

Definition 3: We definelocal shadow fadingas the variation of local area power within an

extended local area.Global shadow fading, in turn, is defined as the variation of local area power

over two or more extended local areas.

From Definition 3 it is clear, that the results in this paper apply mainly to local shadow fading,

although the results can also partly explain the global shadow fading. The two types of shadow

fading differ in underlying propagation mechanisms, measurement analysis, and utility. For sake

of clarifying Definition 3 we shall briefly discuss these issues below.

1) Propagation Mechanisms:Local shadow fading is the variation of local area power within

an extended local area. Result 1 states that local shadow fading may be caused by slow variations

in plane wave powers. Other possible causes, not analyzed inthis paper, may be interference

between strong rays having small angular spacing (see comments in Section II-B), and short-term

obstructions between the receiver and the last-bounce interacting objects.

In addition to local shadow fading6, various other mechanisms including long-term obstructions

due to buildings or hills, steep power transitions due to street corners, and random-like building

heights [9], [10] contribute to global shadow fading. As theeffect of these factors varies from

an extended local area to another, it comes as no surprise that the standard deviation of global

shadow fading is typically larger than that of local shadow fading.

2) Measurement Analysis:Local shadow fading can, in principle, be analyzed by dividing a

continuous signal power measurement in segments whose dimensions correspond to extended

5In [35], terms ‘small area lognormal shadowing and ‘large area lognormal shadowing’ are used.

6The term local shadow fading is somewhat misplaced, since shadowing,or obstruction of a signal path, is probably not the

main reason for variability in local area power within an extended local area. It should be noted, however, that an obstruction

of plane waves (or clusters) doesnot violate the assumptions in Result 1 since the framework is probabilistic, and makes no

assumptions on the underlying propagation mechanisms.
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local areas. Large deterministic power transitions, e.g. due to movement from NLOS to LOS,

should be removed from measurement data prior to analysis.

Analysis of global shadow fading involves processing long measurement lengths (i.e., several

extended local areas) as a single set of data. Often global shadow fading is analyzed using curve

fitting on a signal level measurement represented in a distance-path loss scatter plot. In other

words, a path loss law, typically of formA+m log(d), with A constant andd the distance from

the transmitter, is fitted to the measurement, and the residual error of the model fit is called

shadow fading. Note that in this case the global shadow fading distribution will depend on the

form of the path loss law and the fitting method, since, for a given data record, a dual-slope path

loss model, for example, would surely result in a different shadow fading (i.e., residual error)

distribution.

3) Utility: Simulation of local shadow fading is needed when path loss can be assumed

constant over the simulation run. Typical usage includes evaluation of various link and system

level algorithms. Simulation of global shadow fading, i.e., when simulation run spans over

several extended local areas, is most commonly employed in network planning tools for signal

level prediction purposes. As the fading standard deviations for the two cases are different, one

should not use standard deviation obtained from a global shadow fading measurement analysis

for simulation of local shadow fading, and vice versa.

B. Phenomena Explained from the Perspective of the New Model

Several phenomena reported in literature can be explained based on the model presented in

this paper.

1) Small angular correlation:Consider a receiver that has two antennas with non-overlapping

directional patterns. By measurements, it has been noted that the shadow fading correlation

between the antenna branches is smaller than unity. A value of unity would be the expected

value if all plane waves impinging at the receiver experienced the same multiplicative shadow

fading process [45]. The observation that this is not the case fits into the framework presented in

this paper in a very natural way. As was already conjectured in [12], [14], [45], the local shadow

fading appears to be a phenomenon arising from the multipathphenomena. Therefore, from the
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viewpoint of the present model, local shadow fading is expected to be partly uncorrelated if the

two receive antennas ‘see’ disjoint subsets of theN impinging plane waves, hence explaining

the small angular correlation observed in measurements.

2) Distance independence:Standard deviation of shadow fading is usually reported being

independent of the distance between transmitter and the receiver [35]–[37], [39], [46]–[48]. This

observation can be explained in terms of the present model inwhich shadow fading is a result

of local propagation phenomena near the receiver, and hencenot affected by the intermediate

propagation process taking place prior to the last-bounce interactions. This was also noted in

[43], where results from several measurement campaigns were compared.

3) Correlation distance:Measurement studies indicate that the spatial50% correlation dis-

tance of shadow fading is less than10 meters for urban micro cells [36], [49], [50],50 − 120

meters for urban macro cells [35], [44], [51], and50−400 meters for suburban macro cells [35],

[44], [49], [52]. In indoor cells, variations in average received power may occur even over the

extent of an antenna array, i.e., for distances in the order of one meter [53]. In the additive model,

correlation distance can be related to proximity of scatterers in the vicinity of the receiver. The

rate of change of the angle of arrivals of the impinging planewaves as a function of travelled

distance will then be faster than in macro cells, where the last-bounce scatterers are typically

further away from the receiver than in micro and indoor cells. Variation in the angle of arrival

translates to variation in the scattering cross-section ofthe last-bounce interacting object, which

can be, for complex-shaped real-world objects, modelled asa random variable. As a result, the

spatial correlation distances tend to be larger for environments where the interacting objects are

not close to the receiver.

4) Non-Gaussian tails:As evident from the simulation results in Section IV, the additive

model may produce skewed Gaussian-like distributions, depending on the ray power distributions.

At first, this seems to be in contradiction with literature. Acareful reading, however, reveals

that a great majority of reported shadow fading distributions tend to be more or less skewed

even for global shadow fading, which we hypothesize to be a result of even larger number of

random factors than the local shadow fading analyzed in thispaper. For examples, see e.g. [1,

Figs. 2.37–2.40] [39, Figs. 36-37] [40, Figs. 9-12] [41, Figs. 2.4-1–2.4-4] [42, Fig. 4] [51, Fig.
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7] [43, Fig. 5.33] [50, Fig. 1] [36, Fig. 7]. The literature review indicates that the shadow fading

distribution in dB scale is Gaussian only near its mean value. Indeed, as has been pointed out at

least in [36], [42], in simulations it is advisable to use truncated Gaussian distribution to avoid

generation of samples from the tails of the Gaussian distribution, which often do not fit well the

empirical distribution.

5) Rice-Lognormal Model:It has been proposed, for both satellite and land mobile commu-

nications systems, that variation in the power of the line-of-sight (LOS) signal component can

be modelled with a lognormal distribution giving rise to theRice-lognormal amplitude model

[54], [55]. In LOS propagation, the first-arriving paths7 carry most of the received signal power.

A deterministic model based on interference of direct and reflected paths has also been proposed

[12]. Interestingly, the lognormality of the first-arriving path can also be explained based on the

additive model presented in this work. Assuming that signalpower in the first delay bin is a

result of summation of several incoherent rays, the model presented in Section II applies directly.

The shadow fading then results from random variations in theamplitudes of these rays.

C. Implications for Channel Modelling

Result 1 and the measurement results in Section IV show that the shadow fading statistics can

be induced directly by assigning each ray (or cluster) an individual shadow fading distribution;

in principle, there is no need for an artificial multiplicative factor accounting for variations in the

local mean power of the compound signal. Moreover, in a geometric channel model, multiplying

the cluster signals with a common shadow fading process would result in fully correlated cluster

large-scale fading. In contrast, the measurement results presented in Section IV indicate that

clusters’ shadow fading is not fully correlated8. Therefore, for realistic simulation each cluster

should exhibit its own shadow fading characteristics. The additive sum-of-sinusoids based model

may also lead to more parsimonious UWB channel models, as, in principle, there is no need for

7Depending on delay resolution, ground and wall reflected paths may arrive in the same delay bin as the direct line-of-sight

path.

8A more thorough measurement analysis of cluster large-scale fading isbeyond the scope of this paper and will be discussed

in a separate paper.
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separate shadow fading factors for rays, clusters and for the compound signal within an extended

local area [56].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an additive model as a physical basis for shadow fading in an area where

path loss can be assumed constant. It was shown that under mild conditions on the statistics of

the powers of the impinging plane waves, the shadow fading ofthe received signal will have

approximately lognormal distribution. The theoretical justifications were supported by simulation

results, hence verifying that the proposed additive model is capable of explaining the approximate

lognormality of local shadow fading. A simplified cluster-based model was introduced as a

special case of the general sum-of-sinusoids model. Novel measurement results demonstrated

that summation of clusters’ shadow fading can account for most of the variation in the local

mean power. The additive model presented in this paper can also guide the way for design of

more realistic channel models, where there is no need for an artificial multiplicative factor to

account for variations in the local mean received power. Theresults of this paper also offer a

partial answer for explaining the lognormality of shadow fading in a larger, global area, although

more research effort is needed in this direction.
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Fig. 1. Local area is defined as a region where path loss and shadow fading are constant. Extended local area, which consists

of several overlapping local areas, is a region where only path loss is constant. The number of plane waves,N , is also assumed

constant within the extended local area. The dimensions of the areas areindicative values based on measurements in an urban

macro cell environment.
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Fig. 2. Example of shadow fading distribution resulting fromN = 100 plane waves. The x-axis shows10 log10(PN ). The

plane wave powers are distributed as{bnYn}
N
n=1, where{Yn}

N
n=1 are iid lognormal random variables with zero-mean and8 dB

standard deviation. In the upper plot,{bn}
N
n=1 = 1. In the lower plot,10 log10(bn) = −0.4n dB, n = 0, . . . , 99. The best-fit

Gaussian is shown for reference.
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Fig. 3. Signals from two clusters extracted from an outdoor urban macrocell measurement [5]. In addition to small-scale fading,

individual clusters exhibit also large-scale fading.
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Fig. 4. Left: Empirical cdfs of10 log10(PN ) resulting from different distributions for{A2
n}

N
n=1 for N = {10, 100}. Right:

histogram for the caseN = 10. In all cases the random variables{A2
n} are iid. The gamma and Weibull pdfs arefX(x) =

1
BAΓ(A)

xA−1 exp
(
− x

B

)
and fX(x) = BA−BxB−1 exp

[

−
(

x
A

)B
]

, respectively. The best-fit Gaussian distributions are also

shown for comparison.
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Fig. 5. Examples of shadow fading distributions resulting from differentcluster power distributions. In all cases the number of

clusters is four (K = 4), and the cluster powers{W2
k}

K
k=1 have iid pdfs. The best-fit Gaussian pdf is also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 6. Modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test to compare the goodness of fit of10 log10(PN ) to Gaussian distribution.

The critical value for5% significance level is also shown. Small value of the test statistics indicates good fit.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS

Parameter Value

Environment Small urban macrocell, center of Helsinki

Carrier freq. 2.1 GHz

Tx / Rx antenna height 25/1.5 meters

Tx – Rx distance ≈ 300 meters

Meas. route length ≈ 200 meters

Estimation method beamforming for each delay bin [33]
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Fig. 7. Measured shadow fading histograms of the ten extracted clusters. The best-fit Gaussian pdf is also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 8. Shadow fading histograms resulting from summing clusters’ shadow fading signals one at the time. The best-fit Gaussian

pdf is also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 9. Shadow fading process of the original measured signal, and signal reconstructed by summing the shadow fadings of

ten clusters.
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